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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Horrible experience. Send
dealer all information that was asked. Would not recommend this dealership to anyone! My
experience with Turbo Motors was awesome. The staff there are very friendly and helpful. They
greet you with a smile on their face. I was very pleased with the purchase of my new vehicle at
Turbo Motors. I will recommend anyone who wants to buy a car with friendly staff go to Turbo
Motors. Purchase a BMW from this company Friendly people to deal with. Great price. Will
purchase again from. This dealership is all about the sales and not about the customers best
interest. After telling them that I no longer wanted to deal with them they continue to call to
schedule an appointment even after asking them to stop calling me. The vehicle we looked at
was filthy. The radio and the air didnt work. Jackie, the person, I talked to lied about the
financing also. These people are not professional. Top notch customer service! Great job being
honest about my questions. Wanted to get the best deal they could for me. Thanks for all the
hard work! The Company got back in touch with me. Nice of them to return my inquires. But I
think the car is over priced. Then I might buy it. Verified buyer, had a great experience, fast and
easy plus got a great deal on my vehicle. The salesperson told me the car was completely gone
over and in good mechanical condition. He also said the only thing it needs is tires. The first
thing I did was check the oil and it was filthy. I took the SUV go a test drive.. I took car around
block and brought it back. I would not suggest buying a car from this dealer! Great experience
with Brothers. They were not only professional, no pressure negotiations, and friendly but they
also sold me a great truck. Very pleased. Definitely a place I would purchase from. They made a
less than optimal situation very smooth. Thank you to everyone involved!! Very rude! Not
interested in helping me find a vehicle. I asked about a vehicle, they put me on hold, came back
and gave me a price higher! I said blue book is lower than price. They said that's what they need
for this vehicle. No negotiation at all. Very poor service, left me hanging. I called them back and
they told me it takes time to get people approved that they only try one lender at a time
otherwise it hurts your credit! I didn't get the truck I wanted but they gave me a 5 year newer
truck that has no rust and a near perfect body for the same price thaks east coast auto. I wanna
do my car buying with these people love the prices from other places I have talked too very fair.
Quick easy no complications any questions about the vehicle they will answer straight up good
or bad, love the transparency. He finally answered the phone after several attempts to contact
him. He stated that he was working on car and he would give me a call back when finished. I left
my name and number and I am still waiting on that call. We'll help you find great deals among
the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer
reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to
find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old
ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your
search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain,
color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner,
recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to
All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. Image Not
Available. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Geo. CarGurus Pay. Private Seller: Rodney. Dayton,
OH Message Seller. I like the body style and color and the fact it a New Car. But Im not to happy
with its pricing because tho its a Beautiful car its still just that a Car and it should be price as a
Home with payments more than a Mortgage. Because unlike a House when purchase the value
of it depreciation so quickly unlike the purchase of a Home. Enjoyed my GT more as an all
around car.. Need more storage in car all features are good but regret not getting SUV a bit. Car
is a great driving vehicle a bit soft in suspension in normal setting, but good smooth quiet
power. I love this car and it has almost all the features I was looking for. I also think it priced
right but the only thing it is missing is the LED roof feature. I would definitely compare it to the
Audi and Mercedes. Why Use CarGurus? Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More
about the 7 Series. Overview Overview Most Popular. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive
type Rear wheel drive transmission hill holder yes Transmission 6-speed shiftable automatic.
Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 4. Power Feature Power
Feature Reverse tilt passenger mirror provides curb view when vehicle in reverse yes 4
one-touch power windows yes remote keyless power door locks yes Power mirrors yes remote
window operation yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation compass yes
external temperature display yes trip computer yes tachometer yes low fuel level warning yes
clock yes. Front leg room Passenger seat with power adjustable lumbar support yes 14 -way
power driver seat yes leather yes. Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions
Front track Maximum cargo capacity Curb weight lbs. Gross weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all
seats in place Drag Coefficient. Length Height EPA interior volume Wheel base Width Rear track
Sponsored cars related to the 7 Series. Suspension Suspension four-wheel independent

suspension yes multi-link rear suspension yes MacPherson strut front suspension yes.
Warranty Warranty Free Maintenance 4 yr. Basic 4 yr. Drivetrain 4 yr. Rust 12 yr. Roadside 4 yr.
Inventory See 7 Series Inventory. Sign Up. See 7 Series Inventory. A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. The Good The BMW Li offers a limousinelike cabin brimming with
technology, while its power and handling compensate for the car's size. Highlights include
power-adjustable rear seats and sophisticated cell phone integration. And iDrive still hurts more
than it helps. The Bottom Line The BMW Li boasts one of the best interiors of any standard
production vehicle, with technology amenities galore. Neither this nor the impressive
performance comes cheap, but discerning buyers at this level will be satisfied with the complete
package. Be respectful, keep it civil and stay on topic. We delete comments that violate our
policy , which we encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be closed at any time at our
discretion. The crispness that makes the company's smaller cars worthy of their corporate
motto isn't fully present in the 7 Series, but the negative dynamic effects of the car's size are
offset by the space it affords inside. BMW's much-maligned iDrive controller for the main
dashboard functions rears its head twice in models equipped with the Rear Entertainment
Package, as our car was. Even with the BMW Li's revised submenus, iDrive is indeed difficult to
master without a real investment of time. But in a vehicle with such a range of electronic
adjustments and features to control and customize, BMW at least deserves points for
homogenizing input to such a degree. A small army of knobs and buttons might be more direct
and, we dare say, intuitive but would pull the driver's eyes off the road more often. The L
versions of the eight-cylinder i and the flagship Vequipped i sedans are stretched 5. Both
engines feature the full gamut of BMW's engine-control technologies for efficiency and smooth
running, and an advanced chassis-control program lets the driver take full advantage of the
power. These are long, heavy cars, but they don't feel that way from behind the wheel. Second
only to the howls over iDrive in the original version of this 7 Series was the reaction to the car's
styling. Especially viewed from the rear, that design was ungainly at best and tested the
normally steadfast loyalty of many of BMW's best customers. The current car's visual
freshening should satisfy critics of flame-surface body panels and rakishly sculpted lens
covers. The headlights put a less-dramatic face on things, and the taillights now wrap from the
quarter panels into the trunk lid to soften the latter's impact. The styling improvements increase
the desirability of an already top-notch car. Prestige and perception are as important in this
class of car as performance or comfort, and the biggest BMW now delivers on all fronts. Upon
entry, it moves back into position or to one of the programmed memory positions. Sixteen-way
power adjustment on the front seats includes four-way lumbar support, an articulated backrest,
adjustable side and thigh support, and active head restraints. The optional Comfort Rear Seats
offer only fourteen-way power adjustments but include the same heating and cooling offered up
front, as well as recline through a range not often seen for rear seats. All four seats offer
memory settings, and the available interior wood and leather combinations are varied and of
high quality. The rear-seat armrest on the Li includes the reviled iDrive controller, plus

seat-adjustment controls. The rear-seat passengers' good fortune doesn't stop with the seats,
as the stretched BMW Li makes huge gains in rear legroom. Carpeted, movable footrests are
even included to enhance the limousine effect. Electrically operated shades cover all five rear
windows, especially welcome when making use of another of the Li's whiz-bang features: the
Rear Entertainment Package. Headphone jacks are part of this system; without headphones,
however, the DVD audio plays throughout the car. This can be intrusive, given the BMW Li's
stereo's power and a movie with some explosions or, ahem, car chases. The system did not
display track or album-title information, so it pays to remember which discs are in which slot.
That brings us to iDrive. As stated earlier, it represents an elegant approach to the sticky
problem of allowing a driver to control any of a massive array of features while still driving the
car safely. That said, other manufacturers' systems offer a few more buttons that might not be
as easy to find as the iDrive knob but ultimately allow for quicker access and action, as well as a
return to full road concentration. In the BMW Li's backseats, the iDrive again proves clunky in
controlling DVD playback, where buttons for searching and menu navigation on the center
armrest would be a big improvement upon clicking and twisting one's way through such
frequently used features. In iDrive's favor is a tactile feedback system that clicks at each option
while twisting through the submenus, with greater resistance at the first and last choices in
each menu. The four main iDrive menus--climate, navigation, entertainment, and
communications--are at the four compass points and always one push away. The BMW Li's
main screen is split so that maps can remain in view on a smaller section, while options are
changed in the larger one. Navigation programming is straightforward, with the usual view and
routing options. Bluetooth integration was smooth, albeit with a somewhat short list of
recommended compatible phones. Similar to our experience with the X3 , the car downloaded
the address book from our Motorola V phone , so placing calls was very easy. For placing calls
to people not in the address book, a slide-out phone keypad is designed and positioned well for
the driver to use without having to look, disappearing fully into the dash when not in use.
Buttons on the steering wheel control the basic audio and phone-activation controls, and voice
control can be used from there. Improved engine output and updated chassis-control
technology keep the BMW Li near the top of its rarefied class in terms of performance. The
six-speed transmission with adaptive transmission control for manual gear selection via
steering wheel-mounted buttons puts power to the ground effectively, scooting the Li to 60mph
in 5. The BMW Li's transmission-selection lever is fully electronic, requiring a soft push up,
down, or toward the column for selecting reverse, drive, or park, respectively. The
electromechanical parking brake is also a push-button affair, making for a very civilized feel
from behind the wheel. Metal switches set into the steering wheel allow for manual control of
the Li's six-speed automatic transmission. Underway, the BMW Li's mass is tangible, but with
very effective use of aluminum chassis and braking components to reduce unsprung weight,
the car feels sprightlier than expected. Variable-assist, variable-ratio speed-sensitive steering is
seamless and useful, tightening up nicely as speeds rise. Switching the transmission into
manual mode allows more control but seems to contradict the car's mission, although it was
nice to discover that the buttons on the front and back of each side of the steering wheel shifted
up and down, rather than the more conventional left-is-up, right-is-down setup. This means you
can shift up and down while steering with your left hand and still program the passenger's side
mirror to point curbward when in reverse with your right, should the need arise. Near weight
distribution on the BMW Li provides excellent balance, and a host of chassis-control
technologies team up to keep the driving entertaining. Active roll stabilization applies opposing
torsion to the front and rear antiroll bars for near-flat cornering. Dynamic stability control,
dynamic traction control, and dynamic brake control are mostly invisible in normal conditions
but would quickly become necessary for such a large and powerful rear-wheel-drive car on
less-grippy surfaces. The BMW Li's drag coefficient is a low 0. Fuel economy is rated by the
EPA at 17mpg in the city and 25mpg on the highway, respectable numbers given how much
mass is made to move so quickly. Efficiency is helped with an adaptive knock control system.
Braking is aided by ABS and electronic brake proportioning to the As with conveniences and
performance, technology drives the safety systems of the BMW Li. Beyond the full complement
of air bags--including active knee protection for front passengers, certainly a selling point
among pro athletes--and warning systems, computerized information about component wear
and vehicle malfunctions is broad, including brake wear and flat-tire warnings. All safety
systems are deployed by the Intelligent Safety and Information System ISIS , which reacts
differently to certain types of collisions, also shutting off the fuel p
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ump following a severe enough impact. Adaptive brake lights increase the brake-light area and
intensity under sudden hard braking, also including the taillights in extreme situations.
Autoleveling and adaptive pivoting headlights with Xenon low and high beams are standard,
and they are complemented by halogen fog lamps in the front bumper. A high-pressure system
cleans the headlights. The windshield wipers are rain sensing and alter their at-rest positions to
reduce blade wear. Parallel parking and close-quarters driving are aided by a park-distance
control feature that shows a bird's-eye view of the car with green-, yellow-, and red-colored
images representing objects nearing the bumpers, augmented with a beep that speeds up as
objects get closer and turns to a solid tone when they're within a foot. Pricing Unavailable. Get
Price. Cabin tech 9. Performance tech 9. Design 9. Best Cars See all Chrysler Pacifica. Now you
can buy a BMW X7 that'll withstand small-arms fire. Discuss BMW Li.

